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BLUE AND GOLD

Pennsylvania FFA Happenings

INITIATE, CREATE, ILLUMINATE
www.paffa.org

Farwell from the 2017-2018 Pa. FFA State Officer Team
“Serving as a state FFA
officer the past year has truly
been a blessing. It has made
me realize how much
opportunity we are given each
day to grow as individuals, and
I hope for years to come, we
all take those opportunities to
grow.”
— Nathan Moyer, President
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“The Pennsylvania FFA
Association has a way of
initiating, creating, and
illuminating student success
in agriculture, but also deeply
impacting the lives of young
adults. I cannot express in
words how sincerely grateful I
am for the Pennsylvania FFA
Association and the positive
difference it has made in my
life. Thank you, I will forever
bleed blue and gold.”
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“Thank you. Two short
words that are meant to
summarize the amount of
gratitude and appreciation I
have for this year of service.
To each of you who take the
time to read this article every
month, thank you. We wouldn’t
have been able to initiate
passions, create the
vision of tomorrow, or
illuminate communities, had
we not had the support of all
our readers. Thank you.”
— Kelsey Stewart, Chaplain
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“This year has been full of learning opportunities. I have grown more than I
expected and learned three main things. 1. Relationships are one of the most
important things. 2. Things will always work out. 3. You can never stop
learning. Thank you to everyone that made this year amazing.”
— Philip Winklosky, Reporter

